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Keeping control of finance - bet on the best?
Last month saw William Hill being subject to a huge £6.2m fine for failing to spot
obvious signs of problem gambling which led to breach of anti-money laundering and
social responsibility regulations across their field of operations.
Ten customers were able to deposit money linked to criminal oﬀences, which resulted in the group
financially gaining to the tune of around £1.2million. One customer was able to deposit more than £500,00
over 14 months with staﬀ assuming his salary to be £365,000 a year based merely on casual conversation
and with no further checks being applied. In fact he was earning £30,000 per year and was funding his
gambling by stealing from his employer.
Executive director of the Gambling Commission, Tim Miller, stated there were clear
warning signs of problem gambling in the spending patterns of some customers.
Overall however it raises the question as to how an organisation like William Hill especially one that handles millions of transactions every single day - failed to have
tighter control of its finance operations.
Modern finance management systems can easily be set up to monitor transactions,
as well as customer and vendor behaviour in real time. Dashboard, exception
reporting, Events triggered by data and constantly updated “Smart KPI”s (as Aqilla
calls them) and intrinsic referential data audit capabilities all play a part in
alleviating the strain of monitoring and taking action immediately something
deviates from the expected.
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Furthermore consolidating data from multiple sources and profiles the results can very often being to the
fore behaviours which are inconsistent with what is anticipated or required by a regulator or marketplace.
The challenge is of course to ensure such tools are in place and made use of. The good news is that most
modern solutions provide support for a progressive approach to their introduction. Moreover they also
enable an organisation to adapt to new regulatory controls as they get introduced without having to start
over. Whilst no application can ever completely circumvent the outcomes of “human error” whether it be
deliberate or unintentional, risk can certainly be minimised by way of sensible checks and balances being
in place to ensure that quality comes home first.

GDPR - We’re ready… and we can help you
to be be prepared too
The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) coming into eﬀect on 25 May 2018
replaces the 1995 EU Data Protection Directive, strengthening the rights that EU
individuals have over their data, seeking to unify data protection laws across Europe. It
is a significant piece of European privacy legislation which organisations need to be
ready to implement from the day it comes into force.
Aqilla like to be ahead of the curve and, as we have always taken data security and privacy very seriously,
we have already completed a review of GDPR and will shortly be implementing the required changes. This
has included assessment of impact on us as a Cloud Software Provider and on our customers, partners
and suppliers. For our customers and suppliers, we are looking at this as an opportunity to drive positive
change by focusing in three key things:
1. People - Look at what your own people are doing. Are they following internal guidelines and rules on
data storage (do you even have any in house rules)? Make sure staﬀ (permanent, temporary and
volunteers) understand the dangers of using ad-hoc storage or file sharing solutions that are not
managed by the organisation.
2. Technology - Review your core software solutions. Are you up to date with all of the upgrades and
updates? If not you, and your data, could be at risk. Software vendors do a lot more with updates
than just fancy new features. A lot of the time work is being done ‘under the bonnet’ to ensure the
most up to date security is applied to their own software and your databases. Also be aware of the
‘knock on’ eﬀect of one piece of software being on an older version, does this impact your core
operating system or server software? Maybe your old version finance software means you have to use
an older version of Excel? If so you and your data could be at risk. Always be on the current version of
any software you have - always! If you are using server based software, is the server safe, not only
from physical theft but also the threats you have from your own staﬀ unwittingly allowing access
through email malware or malicious downloads, password sharing (or saving)?
3. Process - Do you know what information you have about people on your systems, and more
importantly do you know who can access that information and who can make changes? We are used
to having financial audits, but do you ever audit the actual data and keep of track of who is changing
what (and why)?
Organisations that deal with us can count on the fact that Aqilla is committed to GDPR compliance, both
as data processors of our customers’ data and as data controllers of our own. We are happy to share our
experience on this critical requirement and provide details of the changes we are making upon request.
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Aqilla Launches Automatic Generation of
Bank Transactions with version 1802
Automatically populate and process bank transactions directly from downloaded
statement data, removing manual input and reducing errors.
Perfect for organisations generating high volume bank transactions independently of Aqilla (i.e. not those
generated by the payment or debits functions), users are able to automatically populate and process a
Bank Transaction document, applying rules at a system, bank account or creditor or debtor account level
to capture data automatically and almost error free.
By providing a range of logic options from simple “include” and “exclude”; to complex to “fuzzy logic” and
Regular Expression formats any statement format currently available for use with the Aqilla Automatic
Bank Reconciliation process can pull data directly in from the bank.
Beyond that the new release also has also provides a range of other enhancements to pre-set any VAT
code against a creditor or debtor account which prevents the VAT code being amended by a user whilst
entering an invoice nor being overridden by any VAT codes defined against a product item.
Additionally in response to feedback from users - it now possible to set a flag in the Company Information
Configuration screen to allow subsequent amendment and update of comments and attachments on
posted documents. This is useful when one might for example wish to update the comments on an
invoice awaiting payment or adding completion contract documentation to a sales invoice already posted
against a customer / debtor.
Several smaller features have been as well, for
instance it is now possible to display the name
of the period that a transaction relates to as well
as the Period Posted Date. This can be
particularly useful when periods do not
correspond to calendar months. In Document
Enquires additional selection criteria is now
available by selecting “More Selections …”.
The next release of Aqilla will also see the
introduction of a new range of multi-company
consolidation features which are much in
demand to simplify and extend the capabilities
of the Aqilla solution in trans-national and multinational organisations.

API delivers seamless integration
The Aqilla API (Application Programming Interface), which is used to integrate
Aqilla with all sorts of third party line of business solutions; from SalesForce to
PayPal and Magento has seen a range of new enhancements in the last few
months. The Fixed Assets reference data is now available via the RESTful service
which allows for other 3rd party systems (once authenticated) to on demand,
automatically create new asset records as well as being able to query and update
existing ones. In addition Aqilla can now allow authenticated RESTful requests to
attachments giving access to the documents stored securely inside the Aqilla
database.

Automatic &
Intelligent
Data Generation
- discover more at
www.aqilla.com
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Managing sophisticated
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How an expanding Insurance Group, PIB, are supporting
growth, protecting investment, scaling rapidly and are
managing sophisticated inter-company controls across
the organisation.
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The Spring
Budget
The Chancellor - Philip
Hammond MP - has this month
presented this years Spring
Budget to Parliament. Some
points of note include:
•

Currently consisting of 15 subsidiaries with niche expertise, each of
which operates its own insurance brokerage system, PIB Insurance
Group continue on its strong growth trajectory forecast. The
challenge it faced related to handling the day to day transactions
across the group, and quickly accommodating new businesses as
they joined,

•

Cloud based, centralised finance management is key.
By creating a template, clean of creditors and debtors and then
populating this template by importing data from Excel, a new
subsidiary can be up and running in an extremely short space of
time. And by selecting a system that is so easy to use even nonfinance professionals can easily engage, users are up and running in
minutes and producing insightful and impactful finance reports
shortly thereafter. This centralised data repository allows the
company to easily report on both group and divisional data and to
introduce sophisticated inter-company controls. This is something
that will become increasingly important as the group continues to
expand.
Another feature the group felt will aid their expansion is the system’s
design and user interface. PIB find it makes it very easy to bring new
users on board as it doesn’t take them long to bring new people up
to speed.This is especially useful to the group as they have up to
500 members of staﬀ needing to claim expenses. The system allows
you to create permissions for other users meaning they can limit
their view of the system. This means that staﬀ out and about in the
field have the ability to use Aqilla with ease from their mobile
devices to upload and submit expenses at a minimal cost per head.
Scanned images of receipts can be attached at line level to reduce
paper and speed up the process. The staﬀ member then has the
expense requests right in front of them without paper cluttering their
desk or the person who made it having to come into the oﬃce just
for that purpose. This reduces the cost of expense processing and
makes the process more eﬃcient for everyone across the business
and for the central team at group HQ.
The Group will also benefit from the latest release including
Automatic Generation of Bank Transactions as they have
naturally inherited various banking platforms. They intend to
standardise them as much as possible in order to integrate them
with Aqilla in order to gain even greater eﬃciencies.
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The economy has grown for
five consecutive years,
exceeding expectations in
2017. With manufacturing
having had the longest period
of expansion in 50 years.
The unemployment rate has
decreased once again, it’s
close to a 40 year low with 3
million more in employment
since 2010.
There is a joint record number
of women in work at 15.1
million, the OBR are
predicting 500,000 more by
2022.
The OBR also predict that
inflation will fall over the next
12 months, and wages to rise
faster than prices over the
next five years.
Borrowing has fallen by three
quarters since 2010 yet still
remains high placing pressure
on future generations.
The housing plan announced
in the Autumn Budget 2017 is
reportedly well under way with
London receiving £1.67 billion
to start building a further
27,000 aﬀordable homes by
the end of 2021-22 amongst
other things.
In April 2018 the National
Living Wage will rise to £7.83,
worth £600 extra a year for a
full-time worker, minimum
wage for under 25’s and
apprentices will also rise. The
tax free personal allowance
will also rise to £11,850 to
April.
Business rate revaluations will
now take place every three
years rather than the five
years it was previous.
Investment is also being made
into improving transport in
English Cities and improving
the UK’s digital connectivity.

For more information on all these and other items, visit
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